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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

General
Madrid Engineering Group (Madrid) is pleased to submit this report summarizing
the results from our subsurface soil exploration and geotechnical engineering evaluation
for the proposed water main project located along West Daughtery Road and Green
Road in Lakeland, Florida. Our conclusions and recommendations are based on the
results of our field exploration, laboratory tests, and appropriate engineering analyses.
There are multiple jack-and-bore sections for roadway (and possibly some
driveway) crossings with open cut installations elsewhere. The pipeline will be installed
within the road right-of-way within existing grass-covered roadway swales or roadway
shoulder areas. The pipeline will likely have approximately 3 to 6 feet of cover (possibly
more in areas of jack-and-bore road crossings).
1.2

Site Location and Description
The subject site begins at the intersection of Gibsonia Galloway Road and West
Daughtery Road on the southwest end and continues northward, then eastward to
Green Road, then continues north to the intersection of Green Road and Myrtle Road
on the northeast end. The pipeline is proposed to be located along the east and south
sides of West Daughtery road and on the east side of Green road. The approximate
project limits are shown on Figure 1, Location Map. Specifically, the site is located in
Sections 14 and 23, Township 27 South, Range 23 East in Polk County. The subject
project area is a residential neighborhood with some undeveloped areas as well as an
elementary school. Surveyed elevations were not available at the time of this
investigation. Based on elevation data from Google Earth at the boring locations, site
grades vary between approximately elevation 202 feet (at south end) and 178 feet (at
north end). There is a significant slope downward from south to north near the north
end of the north-south leg of West Daughtery Road with the remainder of the pipeline
alignment being relatively level. A GIS topographic map is also provided as Figure 2.
Elevations referenced in this report should be considered approximate. No surveying
information was provided and no survey was performed by Madrid. We also noted that
there were several utilities marked along the right-of-way in some areas (see photo on
Cover).
1.3

Purpose and Scope of Work
The purpose of this investigation was to provide an evaluation of the existing
subsurface conditions at the boring locations placed along the proposed alignment, to
identify constraints or limitations (to the extent possible) that the subsurface conditions
may impose on the planned construction and develop general recommendations for site
suitability, preparation, subgrade compaction, and dewatering (as needed) for the
proposed construction. The scope of work included the review of existing geological
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data, a field exploration and laboratory testing program, engineering analyses for pipe
construction, general discussion and recommendations regarding the water table
measurements and estimated seasonal high water table (SHWT) depth.
2.0 FIELD EXPLORATION
2.1

Standard Penetration Test (SPT) Borings
The field exploration was conducted on April 13 and April 16, 2018 and included
performing eight (8) Standard Penetration Test (SPT) borings to depths of 15 feet (SPT2, SPT-3, SPT-5 and SPT-7) or 25 feet (SPT-1, SPT-4, SPT-6 and SPT-8) below
ground surface (bgs). The 25-foot deep borings were completed in areas of jack-andbore drilling and the remainder of the borings (15 feet deep) was completed along the
proposed open-cut pipeline. Proposed boring locations and depths were provided by
the Client.
The SPT borings were advanced using the mud-rotary drilling method. Soil
samples were collected from the boreholes in general accordance with ASTM D1586
using a 1.4-inch I.D. split-spoon sampler driven with a 140-pound slide hammer (safety
hammer) falling a distance of 30 inches. An engineering technician familiar with soil
classification and field evaluations logged the borings in the field and placed samples in
sealed containers and returned them to Madrid’s laboratory for further classification.
Samples will be retained for 6 months unless other arrangements have been made.
Upon completion, the boreholes were backfilled in general accordance with industry
standards. SPT boring logs and boring fence diagrams are included in Appendix A.
The borings are numbered in sequential order from south to north.
The borings were located in the field using hand-held Global Positioning System
(GPS) equipment using locations proposed by the Client along the proposed pipeline
route. A few of the borings were adjusted slightly to avoid obstructions or utilities.
Borings ranged from about 5 to 15 feet from the nearest edge of the roadway. The
approximate locations of the borings are shown on Figure 3, Boring Location Plan.
2.2

Test Pits
During the field program, Madrid completed two (2) Test Pit excavations (TP-1
and TP-2) to a depth of approximately 2 feet bgs. The first test pit (TP-1) was located
near boring SPT-3 and the second test pit (TP-2) was located near SPT-6. The test pits
were performed in order to look for historical indicators of seasonal high groundwater
levels at selected locations along the pipeline route in areas where the NRCS soil
survey reported a relatively shallow SHWT. Test pits were generally completed about
10 to 20 feet from the roadway in order to try to avoid soils disturbed from the previous
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roadway construction. The approximate locations of the test pits are shown on Figure
3, Boring Location Plan and test pit logs are included in Appendix A with the SPT
logs.
3.0 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
3.1

Soil Survey Map Review
Soils data from the United States Department of Agriculture – Natural Resources
Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS; formerly the Soil Conservation Service, or SCS)
were reviewed as part of the investigation. The NRCS Soil Survey reports provide a
general description of the typical shallow soil strata (about 6 feet) encountered within
each particular soil mapping unit and reports typical depth to seasonal high water levels.
The NRCS defines seasonal high water as “a zone of saturation at the highest average
depth during the wettest season that is at least six inches thick, persists for more than a
few weeks, and is within six feet of the soil surface.” The Soil Survey for Polk County
indicates that three (3) primary soil types exist along the proposed pipeline route.
Figure 4, NRCS/USDA Soils Map shows the locations of the different soil types within
the project limits; however, it should be noted that the borders shown between soil map
units are approximate. The following are descriptions of each soil type listed in the soil
survey manual, utilizing a soil number map unit system for easy identification on maps
beginning at the south end and continuing to the north:
Kendrick fine sand, 0 to 5 percent slopes. (map unit 27). This well drained
soil is on broad uplands and high knolls on flatwoods. Areas of this soil range from 40 to
several hundred acres. Slopes are smooth to concave. Typically, this soil has a very
dark grayish brown fine sand surface layer about 9 inches thick. The subsurface layer is
brownish yellow fine sand to a depth of about 29 inches. The subsoil to a depth of about
34 inches is brownish yellow fine sandy loam. To a depth of about 64 inches it is
yellowish brown and brownish yellow sandy clay loam that is 1 to 5 percent plinthite.
The underlying material is gray sandy clay loam that is mottled in shades of brown and
red. This Kendrick soil does not have a water table within a depth of 80 inches. The
available water capacity is moderate. Permeability is slow or moderately slow in the
subsoil.
Tavares fine sand, 0 to 5 percent slopes (map unit 15); Tavares fine sand, 0
to 5 percent slopes is a moderately well drained soil on broad uplands and knolls on
flatwoods. Areas of this soil range from about 10 to 80 acres. Slopes are smooth to
convex. Typically, this soil has a dark grayish brown fine sand surface layer about 8
inches thick. The underlying material to a depth of at least 80 inches is light yellowish
brown fine sand that grades to very pale brown. This Tavares soil has a seasonal high
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water table at a depth of 40 to 80 inches for several months in most years. The
available water capacity is very low. Permeability is rapid or very rapid. Test Pit TP-1
was completed in this map unit.
Smyrna and Myakka fine sands, 0 to 2 percent slopes (map unit 17). These
soils are described as poorly drained soils in broad areas on flatwoods. The proportion
of Smyrna versus Myakka varies within this area. Areas of each soil are large enough
to be mapped separately, but due to present use at the time of printing, were mapped
as one unit. Typically, the Smyrna soil has a black fine sand surface layer about 4
inches thick. The subsurface layer is gray fine sand to a depth of about 12 inches. The
subsoil is dark brown and brown fine sand to a depth of about 25 inches. Below that is
very pale brown fine sand to a depth of about 42 inches and very dark brown fine sand
to a depth of about 48 inches. The underlying material is brown and light brownish gray
fine sand to a depth of at least 80 inches. Typically, the Myakka soil has a very dark
gray fine sand surface layer about 7 inches thick. The subsurface layer is gray fine
sand to a depth of about 25 inches. The subsoil is fine sand to a depth of about 36
inches and black in the upper part and dark brown in the lower part. The underlying
material is yellowish brown fine sand to a depth of at least 80 inches. The Smyrna and
Myakka soils have a seasonal high water table within 12 inches of the surface for 1 to 4
months in most years. The available water capacity is low. Permeability is moderate or
moderately rapid in the subsoil. Test Pit TP-2 was completed in this map unit.
3.2

Subsurface Conditions
In general, the SPT borings encountered very loose to medium dense (but mostly
loose) fine sand (SP) from the ground surface to depths ranging from approximately 4 to
15 feet bgs. Boring SPT-3 terminated at 15 feet bgs within the surficial sand unit.
Below the surficial sand unit in borings SPT-1 and SPT-2 was loose to medium dense
variably-clayey sand (SC and borderline SC/CH) beginning at depths of 4 to 6 feet bgs.
Below the surficial sand unit in borings SPT-4 through SPT-8 was loose to medium
dense variably-silty sand (SP-SM, SM) except for medium dense sand (SP) below
about 22 feet bgs in boring SPT-6 and stiff to very stiff clay (CH) below a depth of about
17 feet bgs in boring SPT-8. Trace organics were encountered in a few samples, but
organics were not prevalent and no highly organic samples were observed at the boring
locations. We note that there was good correlation between the soils encountered at
the boring locations and the NRCS soil map descriptions.
At the estimated pipeline depths, open-cut excavations will predominately
encounter very loose to occasionally medium dense fine sand (SP) in the upper portion
of the excavation with clayey sand (SC) or slightly silty sand (SP-SM) near the
excavation bottoms. Deeper excavations for jack-and-bore pits may encounter clayey
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sands (SC) near borings SPT-1 and SPT-2 and variably-silty sands (SP-SM and SM) in
the bottom portion of the excavation along the remainder of the alignment. Typically,
the loosest soil (very loose sand and slightly silty sand) was encountered in the surficial
8 feet or shallower along the alignment.
The soil boring logs are presented in Appendix A. The boring logs indicate the
depth below existing ground surface at the boring location. No elevation data was
obtained during this investigation. The general soil profile described above and as
presented on the boring logs is based on our interpretation of subsurface conditions
encountered at the boring locations only. Boundaries between soil layers are
approximate and for illustration purposes only. Variations in soil conditions in both
horizontal and vertical directions different from those presented are likely to exist
between boring locations.
3.3

Groundwater Conditions and Seasonal High Ground Water
The groundwater depth was encountered between approximately 4.8 feet and
5.8 feet bgs in borings SPT-3 through SPT-8. Borings SPT-1 and SPT-2 (at higher
elevation) did not encounter a discernable water table within the surficial 10 feet bgs;
however, we note that the clayey soil at a depth of 4 to 6 feet bgs will tend to cause
groundwater to temporarily perch on top of this layer after rain events. Regarding water
table elevations, using estimated elevation data from Google Earth, we observed water
table elevations ranging from about 171 to 175 feet in borings SPT-3 through SPT-8
with most between 173 and 175 feet.
The Soil Survey of Polk County, Florida describes that only Kendrick fine sand
(map unit 27) does not have a high water table within a depth of 80 inches. However,
map unit 15 (Tavares fine sand) has a reported seasonal high water table (SHWT) in
the range of 40 to 80 inches bgs and map unit 17 (Smyrna and Myakka fine sand) has a
reported SHWT within 12 inches (of the natural ground surface). Test Pit TP-1 was
placed within the mapped area of Tavares fine sand and Test Pit TP-2 was placed
within a narrow mapped area of Smyrna and Myakka fine sand in order to evaluate the
SHWT depth in those areas. In TP-1, the estimated SHWT depth was not discernable
(likely greater than 27 inches bgs) which is consistent with the depth range reported on
the Soil Survey. In TP-2, the estimated SHWT depth was about 12 inches bgs (or
possibly slightly shallower), which is also within the range reported on the Soil Survey.
SHWT depths should be approximate only and it should be understood that water table
depths can briefly rise above the historical SHWT depth detected from examining the
soil colors.
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Based on the inspection and evaluation of the two open test pit excavations,
review of soil samples from the SPT borings, and review of the Soil Survey, indications
of the seasonal high ground water level vary along the alignment and depth to water will
be affected by ground surface elevation more than anything else. The water table was
found at a deeper depth (greater than 10 feet bgs) at the south end of the alignment due
to being at a higher elevation. We note that the borings were completed during the dry
season and shallower water depths than those encountered in the borings should be
anticipated during wetter seasons. The designer should note that ground water depth
changes along the route and varying water depth conditions should be anticipated,
particularly for jack-and-bore pit excavations.
3.4

Laboratory Test Results
Soil samples collected from the field testing program were returned to our
laboratory for further classification and testing to confirm field classifications and help
evaluate engineering properties of the materials encountered. Laboratory testing of
selected representative samples was performed in general accordance with ASTM
standards.
Laboratory tests for natural water content (ASTM D2216), percent passing the
No. 200 sieve (ASTM D1140) and organic content (ASTM D2974) were performed on
selected samples from the SPT borings to verify the visual and tactile soil
classifications. Laboratory test reports are included in Appendix B. A summary of the
test results is presented below:
Percent passing the No. 200 sieve for samples tested ranges from 2.8 to 86.7
percent.
Organic content from samples tested ranged between 0.4 and 2.1 percent.
Natural Moisture Content ranged from 4.5 percent to 31 percent.
4.0 EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

General
The following conclusions and recommendations are based on our
understanding of the proposed project, the data obtained from the soil borings,
experience with similar conditions, and generally accepted principles and practices of
geotechnical engineering. Actual soil conditions between borings will vary. The
proposed alignment falls along generally suitable soil conditions, but there are some
areas of shallow seasonal high water table and most areas contain very loose to loose
sandy soils in the surficial 4 to 8 feet bgs. Very loose sandy soils (and sometimes loose)
may cause temporary steep side slopes of excavations to slough and the contractor
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should anticipate these conditions when designing trench support and during jack-andbore pit excavations. Organics were only encountered in trace amounts at the boring
locations and are not expected to be problematic along the proposed alignment. Clayey
soils were only encountered at shallow depth at the south end of the alignment (areas of
SPT-1 and SPT-2) which may be encountered near the bottom of open cut trenches.
Other than this clayey sand, the remainder of the shallow (upper 10+ feet) soils
encountered in the borings should be suitable for re-use as backfill. Very little, if any,
import material should be necessary.
Typically, new force main pipelines are installed between depths of
approximately 3 to 6 feet below existing grade (4 to 7 feet deep for pipe invert).
Assuming this invert depth range, and based on the results of the boring program, the
bases of trench excavations will typically expose mostly very loose to loose fine sand
(SP) or slightly silty sand (SP-SM). In the areas of borings SPT-1 and SPT-2, clayey
sand (SC) may be encountered below depths of 4 to 6 feet bgs. Shallow dewatering
systems likely will be required to control ground water flow into trench excavations,
particularly at lower elevations (areas of borings 3 through 8) along the alignment as
shown on Figure 3.
Prior to construction, bulk samples representative of anticipated subgrade and fill
soils should be collected and subjected to Modified Proctor testing. Existing sandy soils
excavated and intended for reuse as backfill may require moisture conditioning to permit
adequate compaction.
4.2

Site Preparation and Earthwork

4.2.1 Excavation and Shoring
In general, the anticipated depth of trench excavations typically ranges from
about 4 to 8 feet below existing grade, but pits for jack-and-bore operations may be as
deep as 10 feet bgs or more. The bases of trench excavations will expose soil
conditions that will to vary slightly along the route but most often will be clayey sand
(SC) at the south end and slightly silty sand (SP-SM) or silty sand (SM) in the central
and northern portions of the alignment. We do not expect excavations to be deep
enough to reach the clay soil encountered below a depth of 17 feet bgs in boring SPT-8.
Based on the results of our boring program, materials at the base of trench excavations
along most of the route are likely to be very loose to medium dense (mostly loose) fine
sand or slightly silty sand. If deleterious soils are encountered at the bases of the
trench excavations, they should be excavated to at least one foot below the design
trench depth and replaced with pipe bedding material, placed and compacted as
described later in this report. Similarly, very soft or yielding subgrade soils should be
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excavated and replaced as well. Although very loose soils may be found at trench
bottoms along the pipeline route, these soils should be suitable for compaction in-place
without removal.
Braced or shored excavations are likely to be required for space limitations using
trench boxes or other stabilization methods, particularly with very loose sandy soil
conditions. The contractor should not assume that steep slopes will be stable without
bracing under these soil conditions. Excavation stability is the responsibility of the
contractor. All excavations should conform to the Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA) requirements for Type C soils as described Federal Register 29 CFR Part
1926. Excavated materials should not be stockpiled at the top of the slope within a
horizontal distance equal to the excavation depth, unless specific provisions for
surcharge loading have been included in the design of the shoring system. Design of a
shoring system is the responsibility of the selected contractor. A number of variable
factors, such as nature and strength of excavated soils, depth of excavation and
groundwater, proximity of adjacent structures, and economics of construction method,
etc., will affect the choice of support method. All vertical shoring or prefabricated trench
lining systems should be continuous and maintained in place to assure adequate
temporary stability during backfilling of the pipe trench as recommended subsequently.
4.2.2

Dewatering
Groundwater was encountered as shallow as 4.8 feet bgs at lower elevations, but
the borings were completed within the dry season. Depending upon the depth of
excavation and time of year when construction is scheduled, groundwater may be
problematic as groundwater may be within 1 to 2 feet of the surface during the wet
season along the central or northern portions of the alignment of the project. Water
control will need to be taken into account by the contractors. Areas of higher elevation
may not require dewatering; however, shallow clayey sand may cause water to perch
on top of the clayey sand, thus forming a temporary shallow water table that will vary
along the route with the depth of clayey sand.
We recommend that, where necessary, a dewatering system be designed and
installed to draw the groundwater table down to a minimum depth of two feet below the
final excavated grade. If needed, for excavations up to 15 feet depth in the area of
borings SPT-3 through SPT-8, depending on the local soil profile present, a shallow
well-point system may be adequate for trenches and small excavations up to
approximately 50 feet in plan dimension. Excavations in excess of 15 feet depth may
require a multi-stage well-point system, deep wells or a single stage well-point installed
from a reduced grade elevation to accomplish the recommended drawdown (and near
SPT-8 may encounter clay conditions that may not allow traditional dewatering
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methods). Sump pumps may be effective but only locally dewater the soils, so they
may only be useful at localized installations. The contractor should employ a registered
professional engineer to design all shoring and dewatering systems.
4.2.3 Pipe Bedding and Backfilling
Clean fine sands (SP) containing less than five percent passing the U.S.
standard No. 200 sieve and less than four percent organic matter (as determined by
ASTM D2974) may be used as select sand pipe bedding material. Most of the soils
encountered along the alignment should meet this criterion; however, siltier soils
excavated from near the bottom of the trench should be used for backfill at least 1 foot
above the top of the pipe when practical. Suitable pipe bedding should be free of
stones, gravel, organics, vegetation and other deleterious material, placed in uniform
loose lifts not exceeding six inches thick and compacted to at least 98 percent of its
maximum dry density as determined by ASTM D1557 (Modified Proctor). Bedding
material within the middle 1/3 of the pipe diameter should be loosened for better seating
of the pipe in the bedding soil. Pipe bedding material should be placed from one foot
below to at least half-way up the pipe. Particular care needs to be exercised during
pipe bedding placement and compaction around pipe haunches, elbows, and curves.
Loose bedding materials may subsequently compact in-service, if subjected to dynamic
or vibrational loading due to surge pressures, resulting in excessive pipe deflections and
possibly failure.
Excavation backfill material more than 1 foot above the pipe should consist of
granular soils with less than 15 percent fines content passing the No. 200 sieve and an
organic content of not more than 4 percent generally conforming to USCS soil types SP
to SP-SM/SP-SC and SM; use of Clayey Sand (SC) may present moisture conditioning
problems and is not recommended. It appears that nearly all of the excavated soils will
meet these requirements. Import of replacement fill may not be necessary. If any
highly organic soils (over 10% organic content) are encountered, they are not suitable
as backfill soils in any location and should be replaced with suitable fill. Trench backfill
typically should be placed in lifts no greater than 12 inches in loose thickness and
compacted to 95 percent of Modified Proctor maximum dry density (MPMDD-per ASTM
D1557). Common fill used more than 3 feet above the top of pipe and outside of
structure or roadway areas can have up to 20% fines and be compacted to 90 percent
of MPMDD. Excavated spoil material intended for reuse as backfill will likely require
moisture conditioning to permit adequate compaction.
4.2.4 Unsuitable Materials
The only unsuitable soils for reuse that are likely to be excavated were
encountered below depths of 4 to 6 feet in the area of borings SPT-1 and SPT-2 (clayey
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sand, SC). Clayey sands tend to retain moisture and can be difficult to compact to the
required density. Classification of soils as suitable for use as backfill should be
monitored continuously during construction because the limited exploration performed
for this study may not have identified all areas with unsuitable soils.
4.3

Jack-And-Bore Crossings
There are several road crossings, and possibly some driveway crossings, where
the jack-and-bore method is proposed. This method involves pushing (jacking) a steel
casing through the soil beneath a roadway (typically), boring out the soil inside the
casing, and then sliding the pipeline through the casing when completed. The actual
jacking process should be relatively simple given the relatively low-density clean sands
encountered at this site which should not be problematic; however, soils may be more
compacted or mixed within roadway embankments from the original roadway
construction.
Jacking pits are likely to be a few feet deeper than the pipe invert in order to get
machinery in place to push the casing. These pits can be relatively large and will likely
be deep enough at most locations to require dewatering. Steep side slopes for the pits
may not be stable as soils are generally very loose to loose and shallow side slopes or
braced excavations should be anticipated by the contractor.
4.4

Quality Assurance
We recommend implementing a comprehensive quality assurance program to
verify that all construction is conducted in accordance with the recommendations herein
and the appropriate plans and specifications. It is strongly recommended that Madrid
be retained to perform materials testing and inspection services to observe that the
subsurface conditions are as we have discussed herein and that ground densification
and backfill placement is in accordance with our recommendations. Madrid cannot
accept responsibility for any conditions which deviate from those described in this report
if not engaged to provide construction observation and testing for this project. An onsite engineering technician should monitor all site preparation to verify that all
deleterious materials have been removed and should observe earthwork activities to
verify that the subgrade soils conform to the recommendations herein. In-situ density
tests should be conducted during all pipe bedding and backfill activities to verify that the
required densities have been achieved. In-situ density values should be compared to
laboratory Proctor moisture-density results for natural and fill soils to confirm they meet
minimum compaction requirements. Multiple Proctor samples may be required for insitu soils as subsurface soils will vary with depth and distance along the alignment.
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5.0 LIMITATIONS
This report has been prepared for Chastain Skillman, Inc. for the proposed water
main project.
The recommendations presented herein are based on Madrid’s
interpretation and understanding of site conditions and proposed development. This
report is intended for use by the designers of this project; it is not a specification
document and is not intended for use as a part of the specifications. Varying degrees of
non-uniformity of the horizontal and vertical soil conditions are likely to exist between
boring locations. The study reported herein has been conducted in accordance with the
generally accepted standards, principles and practices in the geotechnical engineering
profession. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made. Madrid is not
responsible for the independent conclusions, opinions, and/or recommendations made
by others based on the field investigation and laboratory testing data presented in this
report. Any variations in alignment from those indicated in this report should be brought
to Madrid’s attention as such changes may affect Madrid conclusions and
recommendations. If Madrid is not retained to perform these functions, Madrid will not
be responsible for the impact of those conditions. This study is based on a relatively
shallow and widely-spaced geotechnical exploration and is not intended to be an
evaluation for sinkhole potential. This study does not include an evaluation of the
environmental (ecological or hazardous/toxic material related) condition of the site and
subsurface.
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APPENDIX A

Test Pit Logs

MEG Project No. 13180

APPENDIX B

MADRID ENGINEERING GROUP, INC.

ASTM C117-13 MOISTURE / PERCENT < No. 200 SIEVE
Project Number:
Project Name:
Project Location:
Client:
Sample
SPT-1 6-8'
SPT-2 8-10'
SPT-3 2-4'
SPT-4 13.5-15'
SPT-5 6-8'
SPT-6 13.5-15'
SPT-7 6-8'
SPT-8 18.5-20'

13180
W Daughtery Rd WM
Lakeland
Chastain Skillman

Cont. WC+SW
Name
(g)
Q
79
119
215
65
C16
80
C6

135.59
111.43
97.32
159.36
105.86
148.79
127.88
106.85

Date Tested: 4/16/2018
Tested By: WG
Page 1 of 1

WC+SD
(g)

WC
(g)

113.25
96.32
93.46
131.83
83.81
115.70
107.67
86.94

7.46
8.27
7.40
9.05
7.98
8.97
8.06
9.00

WC

Weight of Container

SW

Weight of Wet Sample

SD

Weight of Dry Sample

SR

Weight of Sample Retained

Solids Moisture
WC+SR
Content Content
(g)
(%)
(%)
82.6% 21.1% 61.36
85.4% 17.2% 64.34
95.7%
4.5%
90.08
81.7% 22.4% 101.59
77.5% 29.1% 81.67
76.3% 31.0% 103.38
83.1% 20.3% 103.30
79.7% 25.5% 19.39

49.1%
36.3%
3.9%
24.6%
2.8%
11.5%
4.4%
86.7%

SD
*100
SW

Solids Content (%)
Moisture Content (%)
# 200 Sieve (%)

<#200
(%)

W H2 O
SD

*100

SD SR
* 100
SD

Your FULL SERVICE Geotechnical Partner!
MBE/DBE/SBE -- Geotech -- CEI -- Drilling -- Soils/Materials Testing Labs
www.madridengineering.com

MADRID ENGINEERING GROUP, INC.

AASHTO T267 ORGANIC CONTENT
Project Number:
Project Name:
Project Location:
Client:

Sample

SPT-4 6-8'
SPT-5 8-10'
SPT-7 6-8'

50
69
75

13180
W Daughtery Rd WM
Lakeland
Chastain Skillman

WC+SW WC+SD
(g)
(g)

WC
(g)

122.66
118.16
121.51

8.20
8.31
8.95

99.74
98.68
97.77

Date Tested: 4/16/2018
Technician: WG

MoistSolids
ure
Content
Content
(%)
(%)
80.0%
82.3%
78.9%

25.0%
21.6%
26.7%

WfC+ SD WfC+
SFD (g)
(g)

E
10
9

WfC
(g)

164.39 163.64 77.27
146.12 144.21 55.73
137.40 137.12 60.08

Average Organic Content (%):
WC

Weight of Container

SW

Weight of Wet Sample

SD

Weight of Dry Sample

Wf C

Weight of Furnace Container

S FD

Weight of Furnace Dried Sample

Solids Content (%)
Moisture Content (%)
Organic Content (%)

SD
* 100
SW
S W SD
* 100
SD
S D S FD
* 100
SD

Your FULL SERVICE Geotechnical Partner!
MBE/DBE/SBE -- Geotech -- CEI -- Drilling -- Soils/Materials Testing Labs
www.madridengineering.com

Organic
Content
(%)
0.9%
2.1%
0.4%

1.1%

